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The first part of this report seeks to place the assessment of ecological services in the context of changes in

the French water policy. We believe that it is useful to put this issue into context for two reasons. The first

relates to the provisions of the European water policy, which places the emphasis on achieving a good
ecological status for environments and the long-term monitoring of national water policies. The second

reason results from the observation that in practice, the development of assessment approaches for ecological

services remains inadequate in water management.

If we want the assessment of ecological services to become a decision-making and debating support tool

with regard to the options available to policy decision-makers, it must be compatible with the operational
expectations of managers, and in addition, it should be appropriated by all stakeholders in the water sector

and in organisations responsible for addressing the issues. The second and third parts of this report place the

emphasis on the assessment methods and principles for the services and on the state of the art in this field,

but translating these principles into the effective management of environments is not a simple matter. In

practice, assessment must form part of a restrictive policy and operational context. Furthermore, it must be

undergoing profound change, under the impetus of the Water Framework Directive (WFD).

In this new context, a performance guarantee becomes more of a necessity for the water sector which, until

now, has been mainly driven by a resource-based culture prioritising compliance with the regulations in force.

The assessment of services is expected to play a key role in this transition to a results-based culture. Let us

remember that this change concerns all public policies, in addition to the specific fields of the environment and

water management. As we shall see, it represents a difficult technical and organisational challenge for the

managers of aquatic environments. In the first sub-section, we shall endeavour to define the expected

outcomes of this challenge which can be summarised as the transition from a type of management that
focuses mainly on the issues of quality and availability of water alone, to a management style that
focuses more on the ecological status of aquatic environments (Figure 1).

Although the value of ecological services is now recognised within the expected outcomes of water policy, in

practice, it is far more frequently mentioned than actually measured. It is clear that the use of the assessment

of ecological services is still in its infancy, both in the design and operation of the actions undertaken for the

protection and restoration of aquatic environments. We thought it was important to identify the reasons for this

relative under-development. To this end, we shall discuss this matter in a second sub-section, based on two

recent examples: the implementation of the National Biodiversity Strategy (Stratégie nationale pour la

biodiversité - SNB) and the creation of new Water Management and Development Master Plans (Schémas

Directeurs d’Aménagement et de Gestion des Eaux - SDAGE), resulting from the European Community obli-

gations introduced by the WFD.
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Achieving good ecological status for aquatic environments: a new
challenge for public policy.

Figure 1
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We shall now develop the idea that the recent trend in water policy can be described as the transition from the

management of the «small-scale» water cycle – mainly concerned with the status of water alone – to the

management of the «large-scale» water cycle, including the good ecological status and functions of natural

environments. Our definition of the «small-scale» water cycle differs from the common understanding of this term

by managers. Here, it designates what is usually called the large-scale water cycle, with our own «large-scale»

water cycle thus being analogous to a «very large-scale cycle», including the associated natural environments;

the terminology is misleading. Our own terminological choice emphasises that the management of aquatic

environments cannot be reduced to managing the availability or quality of the water resource alone. The change

driven by the WFD implies broadening the focus from water quality alone to the overall ecological situation of the

environments. It also implies extending the scope of the social values taken into account in the conduct of water

policy beyond merely market values for the use of water (drinking water supply, provision of water for industry

and agriculture) towards non-market values, even for the non-use of aquatic environments. Finally, it requires a

change in the governance of water policy towards a greater involvement of the users and those responsible for

addressing the issues involved in the protection of natural environments.

From the small to the large-scale water cycle

� French water policy before the WFD

Until the Water Framework Directive (WFD) came into force, the main lines of the French water policy may be summed

up as follows.

The 1964 French Water Law, on which current French water policy still largely bases its legal and administrative

framework, was written in response to three concerns (Valiron, 1990). First, the post-war context required supplies

of both good quality drinking water for the population and water for industries and agriculture. Secondly, with the swift

urbanisation and industrialisation taking place in France, it was vital to limit the contamination of raw water by indus-

trial and urban waste. Lastly, the necessary funds for meeting these two objectives needed securing over the long term.

The law would make a highly original proposal for the time – of using a system of delegated agencies, the basin

financial agencies, which would subsequently become the Water agencies (Figure 2). Another first was that, rather

than exercising their jurisdiction over France's usual administrative units (communes [districts], départements [counties]

or regions), these agencies would do so within the hydrographic boundaries of the large watersheds (with ad hoc

division for overseas territories at a later date). Finally – through yet another unprecedented approach for the times,

when political and administrative centralism was prevalent – these agencies would work in a decentralised context,

giving relative carte-blanche in financial decisions to local councillors and to those who would become known as

«stakeholders», users' representatives and water beneficiaries, grouped within Basin Committees.
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Three main stages in the Water agencies' action in favour of aquatic environments can be identified since this

law came into force. The first runs from the 1970s to the early 1980s and saw the Agencies focusing their

attentions on bringing industrial pollution under control, by far the most worrying at this time. Despite

resistance from the stakeholders and the opposition of the Treasury to the principle of fiscal resources being

allocated to institutions outside of its jurisdiction, they would succeed in setting up an effective system for

drawing up contracts with manufacturers under which the latter received financial assistance with limiting their

pollution. The three keys to the success of this policy are as follows: first, the manufacturers were subject to

legislation on classified installations and were already monitored by the competent water policing services

in this regard; secondly, the pollution needing limiting came from point sources located well within the basin with

characteristics that could be measured directly as it was discharged from the installation; lastly, it was often in

the manufacturers' own interests to reduce their effluents under operations rationalising or upgrading their

manufacturing procedures (changing to closed-circuit systems for example).

From the 1980s, the Water agencies would invest increasingly in controlling urban drainage, once again

raising objections from some local councillors who took issue with the principle of fees. Prompted by the urban
waste water treatment directive (UWWTD) in 1991, their work would have to take significant changes on

board with both the spiralling numbers of pollution sources requiring treatment and the sheer financial figures in

play. While the doubling in fees in 1993 would give Water agencies the means for their policy, their success

in this regard would come to depend largely on an often strained co-management approach with the local

authorities. The UWWTD objectives would not be met fully in mainland France until 2010 – a good twenty years

later.

From the mid '90s, the Water agencies assumed more sweeping responsibilities in water management for

the purposes of implementing the WFD. The Basin Committees took on new stakeholders, particularly nature

protection associations. Their remit was extended within a broader prospective framework than that of their

initial work programmes, the scope of SDAGEs (Water Management and Development Master Plans). Lastly, their

duties were no longer limited to managing industrial and urban pollution – henceforth encompassing the worrying

rise in agricultural pollution, the problems of quantitative management due particularly to the development

of irrigation and the stakes tied in with the ecological quality of water and associated natural environments.

Introduced by the 1992 Water Law and built on by the 1995 Barnier Law, this new status as a global stakeholder

would be strengthened by the French Law on Water and Aquatic Environments (LEMA) in 2006 and is now firmly

established with the application of the Water Framework Directive.

The basin circumscriptions in France.

Figure 2
Artois-Picardy Water Agency

Seine-Normandy Water Agency

Rhin-Meuse Water Agency

Loire-Brittany Water Agency

Rhône-Mediterranean and Corsica Water Agency

Adour-Garonne Water Agency

Martinique Water Office

Reunion Island Water Office

No Water Agencies or Offices
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� « Small-scale » and « large-scale » water cycle
The general trend of these changes can be summarised as the transition from management of the «small-scale»

water cycle to that of the «large-scale» water cycle. Table 1 illustrates the key characteristics involved in this tran-

sition which we shall expand on below.

The «small-scale» water cycle more or less equates to both the physical and political context in which the Water

agencies – and more widely those involved in the water sector – have been working until now. The «large-scale» water

cycle focuses more on the associated natural environments and no longer the raw water resource alone (Figure 3).

For all those involved, the transition to the «large-scale» water cycle poses a challenge that is at
once technical and organisational. It is with this in mind that we shall discuss the issues involved in assessing
ecological services.

Figure 3

From the small to the large-scale water cycle.

The "small-scale" cycle:
water as a vector of mutual influences

Physico-chemical indicators
of the environmental status

Scale of connecting watersheds, upstream-downstream
flow: basin solidarity

Interaction: identified emitters-receivers

Identification of emitters-emissions,
receivers-contaminant doses

Holding polluters responsible for the consequences
(effects on what is being polluted

and the quality of raw water)

"Polluter should pay" principle, water policing,
legal action

The "large-scale" water cycle :
water as a living environment

Biological indicators

Scale: environments, habitats, corridors
and spatial definitions other than watersheds.

Interaction: delay effects, resilience, blurred identification
of often non-human emitters-receivers

No single bijection of impacts, impact factors

Polluters are scattered and difficult to identify

Participative schemes, voluntary commitments,
contracts

Justify funding and projects

Key characteristics of the small- and large-scale water cycleTable 1
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Before we begin, a few major aspects of «small-scale» cycle management are worth highlighting, since the strength

of the French water management model lies in its coherency from both a technical and political point of view.

Its area for application is the watershed. Flow in a watershed is organised in an upstream-downstream fashion as

regards transfer of the resource volumes available and of pollutants. This plan is, of course, complicated somewhat

by the joint exploitation of surface and groundwater, but experience shows that the action of Water agencies has

focused above all on surface aquifers, which backs up our view that their management approach concerns the «small-

scale» water cycle first and foremost. The pressures on the resource within a watershed can be depicted as a

matrix of users' reciprocal impacts on each other. Aquatic environments are considered to be vectors of mutual

influence on the wastewater contamination and sampling practices of economic and social stakeholders – whether

these concern conflicts of use in times of shortage or transfers of pollution to rivers or aquifers. Ecosystems in their

strict sense are to some extent «transparent» in the management of the small-scale cycle, which focuses solely on the

status of the resource flowing in environments. It is therefore assumed that assessment of the status of environments

in this regard can be reduced to a matrix of physico-chemical quality indicators of the water resource alone.

These indicators can be linked more or less directly (with precision for industrial or urban resources but with more

difficulty for agricultural pollution) with emissions, and therefore emitters, as well as with receivers – the users who

notice first-hand a deterioration in water quality. As such, it is possible to implement the «polluter should pay» prin-

ciple and to define specific programmes of measures with the identified emitters in mind. The measures are

adjusted in proportion to the severity of the breaches in raw water quality. It is through this strategy that Water

agencies have traditionally been able to clear up most of the pollution «black spots» in France. At this stage, this

approach comes across as being curative above all – fitting for contexts where pollution already exists, but with little

focus on prevention or indeed on preservation measures for environments whose status is still good.

This consistency can also be found in the governance of the water system (Figure 4). Water quality is assessed,

and the necessary curative actions defined, through the technical and engineering expert appraisals of Water

agencies, water-policing services and, when necessary, the local authorities of major urban areas, manufacturers,

engineering firms as well as private water suppliers. These appraisals cover a broad spectrum, ranging from knowing

the status of raw water to controlling the technical processes for purifying water for drinking or drainage. The financial

cost of the work that needs doing can be shared between the stakeholders within the Basin Committees by identifying

the emitters responsible, as well as the receivers. The Water agencies' expert appraisals take an objective approach

to identifying the links between impacts and emissions at different geographical levels, thereby substantiating

the basin solidarity principle underpinning the assistance and fee policy and the drafting of SDAGEs. Lastly, these

appraisals avoid a systematic recourse to court settlements of disputes by fostering a more flexible management

upstream of conflicts that can arise between local stakeholders.

Figure 4

Basin and sub-basin water governance.

Large basin

Basin Committee
Water agency

Water Management and
Development Master Plan
Programme of measures

Sub-basin

Local Water Commission

Water Management and
Development Master Plan

National territory

French Ministry for Sustainable
Development

National regulations
National action plans
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To sum up, a coherent approach to managing the «small-scale» water cycle depends on three highly complementary

dimensions: a physical dimension associated with the natural «object» being managed – a resource flowing

through a network of watersheds; a technical dimension where technology provides both a measurement

network identifying the impacts and sources of pollutant emissions and an engineering of suitable curative

processes; lastly, a politico-economic dimension in which collective water governance can call on an objective

assessment of stakeholders' contribution to a basin's water quality and of the outcome of their financial efforts in

improving it. The transition to the «large-scale» water scale calls this coherency into question – as
regards all three dimensions. We shall examine this now..

From the physico-chemical quality of the «resource» to the ecological
quality of environments

Let us begin by looking at the technical and operational aspects of «large-scale» cycle management. The WFD

has introduced new categories of biological indicators and hydromorphological elements that round off the

physico-chemical monitoring traditionally conducted by the Water agencies. Table 2 shows which biological

quality indicators are considered when assessing the good status of water bodies.

� The status of good ecological status indicators
Table 2 sheds immediate light on one of the main difficulties encountered in the changeover to the large-scale

water cycle. A chemical indicator, for example the atrazine concentration of a water body, may be compared

to an admissible concentration limit that is independent of the water body in question. It is also possible to

compare the status of all French water bodies on the basis of the atrazine concentration criterion, and therefore

to rank them by level of contamination.

Quality elements

Liological quality elements (e.g. those indicated
in Annex V of the WFD) are determined

Composition, abundance and biomass
of phytoplankton

Composition and abundance of aquatic flora
(other than phytoplankton, e.g. angiosperms,
macrophytes, phytobenthos and macroalgae)

Composition and abundance of macroalgae

Composition and abundance of angiosperms

Composition and abundance of macrophytes

Composition and abundance of phytobenthos

Composition, abundance and diversity
of benthic invertebrate fauna

Composition, abundance and age structure
(except transitional waters) of ichtyofauna)

Other non-compulsory species (e.g. zooplankton)

Coastal

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

Transitional
water bodies

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lakes

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Rivers

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

Quality
groups

Biology

"Surface water" biological indicators in the Water Framework Directive (from the “Rapportage sur la mise
en œuvre de la DCE”, Guide méthodologique, Onema, 2009).

2Table
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However, an indicator such as the composition and abundance of angiosperms will have a completely different

ecological significance depending on whether it is applied to a water body in the marshlands of West France

or in the Camargue in South France. In other words, the biological indicators adopted in the WFD cannot be
interpreted in terms of ecological quality outside of the type of environment in which they have been
measured. What's more, a classification of the different water bodies based on this indicator would make no

biological sense. Finally, taking this particular indicator into consideration on its own tells us nothing of the

ecosystem's status, which can only be assessed through a summary of all of the indicators presented. Such

an assessment must also factor in the specific ecology of the observation site, which raises the thorny issue

of choosing where to take the measurements for a given water body.

This highly specific example illustrates the difficulties created by the transition in management scale – from the

resource to environments and habitats. These can be grouped under different sub-headings that we will look at

in turn:

� definition of the pertinent unit of space;

� consideration of the ecological interactions;

� sensitivity of the environments to external factors and monitoring of disturbances;

� changing dynamics;

� management priorities and ecological types of environments.

� The pertinent unit of space
The WFD's definition of water bodies is predominantly based on Water agencies' previous plans for managing

the resource and monitoring its status. It does, however, introduce the explicit consideration of wetlands as well

as protected exceptional environments (Figure 5) which, incidentally, are not considered to be «water bodies»

but specific units of space contributing to good ecological status. That said, this distinction does not concern the

«ordinary» natural environments included in most water bodies. Moreover, assessment of good ecological
status cannot be limited to river corridors in the narrow sense of the term and must be able to apply to

any territory upholding sound ecological solidarity with strictly aquatic environments. Even as regards corridors

themselves, the current breakdown of water bodies provides only very patchy cover of the ecological mosaic of

habitats. The thinking behind the ecological status of hydrosystems should be based on a division into coherent

functional units from an ecological viewpoint and on an appropriate provision of instruments on each site given

the characteristics of these units. We will come back to this question of how to define pertinent units of space

in Part 2.

Nature reserves: a specific management framework.

Figure 5
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� Consideration of ecological interactions
As far as the «resource» is concerned, the gravitational laws of flow and mechanics of porosity strongly

influence the scale and nature of interactions between water bodies, as well as their sensitivity to contaminants.

The physical and chemical laws organising these interactions act in the same way on all watersheds or sub-basins,

at least at the medium level on which the management focuses. It is a completely different story as regards

biological interactions, for these concern species that move from one habitat to another, from upstream to

downstream or vice-versa as well as, for many species, crosswise between aquatic and land habitats. These

movements can be ample and rapid, such as the daily migrations of birds between daytime feeding zones and

nighttime rest zones, or much slower, like the colonisation of banks by plant species, which can push back

rivers' currents due to winds (Figure 6). They also include interactions between species sharing the same
habitat and are organised depending on different trophic levels and different strategies of interaction:

competition, predation, commensalism, etc. Understanding the ecological interactions is key to assessing the

good functioning status of ecosystems whether our focus is on one habitat or a group of habitats lining a river.

It also assumes an explicit consideration of their own differences.

� Sensitivity of the environments to external factors and monitoring of disturbances
The quantitative or qualitative sensitivity of a water body to external environmental factors can be assessed

by taking account of meteorological conditions and of the water body’s position within the water cycle.

Furthermore, by making a logical distinction between entry and exit points, both quantitative and qualitative

reports of the physical and chemical status of the water body can be drawn up. However, the sensitivity of living

environments to external factors is not due solely to the chemical composition or meteorological conditions of

water. Depending on its type, the environment will react in a very different way to a change in its external

environment. These changes will disturb its functioning regime in various ways. One type of disturbance,

for example a naturally or anthropically caused change in the flow regime, will have very different results

depending on the type of environment in question and the disturbances it has already undergone. This means

that record-based approaches, measuring the net effect of the flow regime disturbances on a given habitat after

Colonisation of the Loire by different plant species.

Figure 6
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several years for instance, do not enable a conclusion to be drawn on the vulnerability of this habitat, as this

conclusion assumes knowledge of the entire chronology of events that have led to its current status.

� Changing dynamics
Factoring in the changing dynamics of environments is a new challenge for water managers. This is particularly

the case with the hydromorphological indicators introduced by the WFD, but equally challenging are the

specifically biological progressive dynamics of environments. The analysis and study of these dynamics raise

complex scientific questions and concern a number of phenomena that have been poorly understood or even

unexplored until now. Yet this is a defining issue for any aquatic environment preservation policy.

In «small-scale» cycle management, the resource's dynamics were analysed by looking at previous records. This

involved a retrospective study of the quantitative availability of the water and its quality with a view to

assessing how effective managers' interventions have been. Prospective questions were given short shrift,

or broached solely from an objectives angle through SDAGEs. Lastly, criteria for assessing the resource's

dynamics were based on the idea that «more is better», i.e. that an increase in availability or improvement in

quality pointed to a positive dynamic while a drop in available volumes or deterioration was a negative change.

Consideration of environments' changing dynamics therefore implies a significant change in approach, for they

can only be fully understood from a prospective point of view. Moreover, any simplistic judgement of their

nature should be avoided. The swift decline in some species and their replacement by others – indigenous or

introduced – can signify a positive dynamic in the way an ecosystem is reorganising itself and reflect a better

expression of its evolutionary potential. This point is particularly important for the past and future evolution of fish

populations. Because of glaciations and its location to the far west of Eurasia, France's native fish populations

are relatively lacking in species. At least 19 of the 45 species currently recorded in the Seine basin are not

considered native for example (Belliard et al. 1995). Their presence is the result of direct (introductions) or

indirect (diverse developments) human intervention. Without regarding all successful «acclimatisations» in a

positive light, as was the case in the 19th century, it seems difficult to qualify all these new species as

undesirable in theory.

Likewise, while rises in water level (Figure 7) can have detrimental socioeconomic consequences, they also

help to maintain the dynamics of biodiversity in the flood plain, and therefore its ability to adapt to future changes.

More broadly, the positive role of «intermediary disturbances» is now recognised by scientists and calls

upon managers to review their ideas of what constitutes a «good» development, often designed to date in
terms of state of balance and «stabilisation».

While rises in water level can have detrimental socioeconomic consequences, they also
help to maintain the dynamics of biodiversity in the flood plain.

Figure 7
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� Management priorities and ecological types of environments
In the small-scale water cycle, it is possible to build fairly simple correspondences between a gradient

of intervention priorities on water bodies and a gradient of their physico-chemical status. There are no

basic correspondence tables of this type for natural environments. Both «exceptional» and «ordinary»
environments exist within so-called «sensitive» environments from an ecological viewpoint. What's

more, there is no reason for an ordinary environment to cost significantly less to protect than an exceptional

environment. This is taken into account in the WFD's typology of water bodies, in fact (Table 3). It thus

distinguishes heavily modified water bodies (HMWBs), meaning too altered by human activity to hope for

restoration of their authentically natural ecological functions, from natural water bodies. But this does not mean

all efforts to resolve the poor ecological status in HMWBs should be abandoned.

This brings us to the subject of division between preventive and curative actions. As a rule, we expect

environmental preservation to see a greater proportion of preventive expenditure than at present with regard to

the traditional curative actions of Water agencies. This is one of the main focuses of ecological engineering.

The results of the Water agencies' curative actions in this respect are somewhat mixed. They show that

although the measurement points of very poor quality have fallen significantly, a great many water bodies that

used to be of very high quality have deteriorated over the years. In a nutshell, the variance in water quality
has tended to fall without its average quality showing the same proportion of improvement. This

phenomenon is a direct consequence of the resource managers' priorities for action, which focused primarily on

resolving the most serious breaches of water quality in basins.

When applied to the protection of environments, this line of reasoning can have very negative consequences

for their overall quality. We have noted that modest, inexpensive actions are perfectly capable of bringing about

a marked improvement in the ecological quality of diverse environments (Figure 8). But it will be tempting to steer

most funds towards «symbolic» environments under threat instead of painting a complete picture of what's

needed to protect environments at basin level. In other words, it should be possible to construct a good

protection policy on the basis of a double typology: an environments typology, drawn up according to their

specific ecological characteristics and their degree of vulnerability, and a management typology, partially

separated from the first, identifying those environments susceptible to the most effective, low-cost protection

based on the argument for cost-effectiveness in the WFD.

Good Status in 2015

All
WBs2

6089

293

104

38

6524

376

rivers

lake

coastal

transitional

TOTAL

urface
water

Including
MWBs

101

205

4

7

317

Including
MEA

67

39

0

0

106

Good Status in 2021

All
ME2

2673

103

29

35

2840

124

Including
MEFM

142

68

5

7

222

Including
MEA

23

21

0

0

44

Good Status in 2021 Less stringent
objective

All
ME2

2019

42

24

23

2108

64

Including
MEFM

109

29

1

10

149

Including
MEA

26

5

0

0

31

Including
ME2

43

1

0

7

51

8

Total
number of

WBs2

10824

439

164

96

11523

572

Water bodies as per the Good Status objectives from data reported to the European Commission in 2010.Table 3

11/08/2011
SFA/DCIE/ONEMA

Groundwater1

1- FRJG 203/205/206 non qualified and therefore excluded from this summary
2- Water bodies
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Progressing frommarket and non-market uses to ecological services
and values for non-use

As we have seen, the transition to the large-scale water cycle poses a tough technical and operational challenge

for managers, calling for action that may at times have nothing in common with the usual practices involved

in managing water quality and availability. This leads to a more political problem of formulating arguments to

justify the envisaged environmental protection actions to stakeholders.

It is generally expected that the socioeconomic assessment be able to meet this need for justification.

History shows us, however, that economic practices have only played a very minor role in past water policy, even

concerning market values for drinking water supplies and provision of water for industry and agriculture.

The changeover to the large-scale water cycle calls for further consideration of non-market values – and

even values pertaining to the existence – of natural environments.

� From a normative approach to socioeconomic knowledge of uses
In small-scale cycle management, user mediation at the resource revolved around pressure and impact
calculations. That said, neither the costs nor benefits of these pressures made much of a contribution to basin

management, which followed an approach that was at once technical and normative. European environmental

policy lines prior to the WFD naturally reflected these approaches by laying down standards in terms of limit

values for contaminants (e.g. the Nitrates Directive) or for drainage water quality (e.g. Urban Waste Water

Directive).

Local councillors, by tacit agreement with the governmental bodies, were considered the only legitimate

representatives of drinking water consumers and it was not therefore necessary to involve the latter in

decisions relating to tariffs or other matters. In this division of responsibilities, the public water services were in

charge of ensuring compliance with the standards, often in liaison with private suppliers, while local councillors

managed the system – most basin intervention measures being overseen by local authorities.

From the 1990s, the joint efforts of civilian representatives, nature or consumer protection associations and the

French Ministry for the Environment of the time finally put paid to this form of direct co-management. It

then became apparent that water sector stakeholders actually knew very little about the socioeconomic
determining factors of water use, both in the field of population drinking water supplies and industry and

agriculture. It was as much in the interests of these new stakeholders in water matters as in the Ministry for the

Environment's – albeit for fairly different reasons – that this problem be put on the local political water agenda.

Modest, inexpensive actions are perfectly capable of bringing about a marked improvement in the ecological
quality of diverse environments.

Figure 8
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Successive reforms starting with the 1992 French water law would introduce the obligation of taking uses, and

therefore users, into account when defining the water policy objectives at basin level. It is worth mentioning

circular M49 which requires local authorities to keep separate accounts for water services, the Voynet reform

which amends the makeup of Basin Committees' and Water agencies' Boards of Directors to let in association

representatives, and the creation of the French Institute for the Environment (IFEN) and Water Cost

Watchdogs. These reforms would end up having little impact on the usual management practices of Water

agencies, save for the addition of economists to their workforces.

Even today, there is still a surprising lack of studies on understanding the socioeconomic determining
factors of the market uses of water. And what's worse is that local stakeholders remain more or less in the

dark about the findings of studies commissioned by the Ministry on this theme during the 1990s. One such study

conducted in 2000, for example, was already forecasting a probable 20% decrease in drinking water consumption

over the next two decades following the significant hike in water bills instituted in the early '90s (Amigues,

Nauges, Thomas, 2000). The current concerns of managers in this context over the future funds secured through

fees payable by urban users are no secret (these fees account for more than 90% of Water agencies' means).

And yet this is a situation for which we have had at least a decade to prepare.

The same can be said for the large agricultural basins of Loire-Brittany or Adour-Garonne and the challenges

of regulating effluents from intensive livestock farming in Brittany or of irrigation in South-West France. These

have been well-documented in socioeconomic terms since the 1990s, and yet the stakeholders responsible

have been shamefully ineffective in tackling them. Regarding Adour-Garonne for example, the first remotely

reliable measurement of water volumes extracted by basin irrigation users would not be set up until the turn of

this century – accompanied by a basic mapping of their abstractions. This is in spite of the fact that there had

been severe drought in this very same basin back in 1990 and 1991, when the opportunity to assemble water

storage structures shot to the top of the local political agenda.

We see the same problem arising with regard to future changes in water use. It would have been logical for

the preparatory discussions on the Water Management and Development Master Plans (SDAGEs) to draw on

an expert appraisal of the probable changes in water use by different users over the medium term; this should

have gone a long way to determining the priorities for action and the scale of the actions to take. However, reality

tells a different story. The SDAGE preparatory documents on this subject basically build on current trends with

no thought given to the consequences of agricultural policy reorientation, industrial changes in the current

economic context or the water consumption practices of urban users.

Even if the Water agencies and the Ministry have made real progress over the last fifteen years in their efforts

to fill these gaps in knowledge, we are still a long way off getting the full, uniform picture of the market valuation

of water at national level.

Curiously enough, the same cannot be said of non-market uses, particularly recreational uses, of water

(Figure 9). Relations between water managers and the fishing community have always been complex, as regards

both professional and recreational fishing activities, at times and in some basins showing solicitude, at others

and elsewhere indifference. Yet the tools wielded by the 1976 French law on nature protection, completed by

the 1984 fishing law, should have enabled managers to put together a proactive policy for managing fishing

environments, and more generally natural environments. Such a policy would have placed France well ahead

of its European counterparts and thus helped to amass a wealth of experience in the current operational context

of the WFD.

These observations aside, most Water agencies have nevertheless encouraged the socioeconomic study of

recreational water use, primarily in the fishing sector but also with regard to tourism and the practice

of whitewater sports. The first of this type of research harks back to the work carried out on Lakes Bourget and

Annecy in the 1970s. It is in this context that a timid development, but one all the same, can be observed in

socioeconomic valuation studies of the water resource and associated natural environments.

A report on behalf of the French Ministry for Ecology (Amigues, Arnaud, Bonnieux, 2003) reviewed the results

of these efforts and still presents the most exhaustive summary to date of the economic expertise available on

measuring the economic value of water in France. Generally speaking, a correct grasp of the merits of

environmental protection implies the broadest possible consideration of the potential benefits of their existence.
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A wide array of recreational activities are practised on or in water.

Figure 9
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� Progressing from market and non-market values of use to total economic value
Generally speaking, a correct grasp of the merits of environmental protection implies the broadest possible

consideration of the potential benefits of their existence.

Economists have established the concept of the total economic value of environments so as to identify

this overall benefit. The total economic value is the sum of the benefits offered by market and non-market

ecosystem services, plus the legacy values of a healthy natural heritage to future generations, and so-called

«non-use» or «existence» values concerning the very existence of environments that are likely to produce

ecological services for human use, or not as it may turn out. Studies seeking to produce such estimations of total

economic value have swiftly encountered the following problem (Freeman, 1993): non-use or existence values

seem to account for 50 to 80% of total economic value, with market uses only corresponding to about ten

percent, on a par with non-market values of a slightly higher amount. This throws up considerable sums for
the total economic value of hydrosystems (Sukhdev, TEEB, 2010), and the sheer size of these figures is

hugely problematic for economists. On the one hand, they have been obtained from contingent valuation

protocols of varying reliability, as only contingent valuation can measure non-market values in principle. On the

other, they are arrived at by adding together values obtained on point sites with the high risks of twice-counting

and overestimating values because of what economists call the «inclusion bias».
Biodiversity valuation studies give a clear example of this notion. They show that consent to pay individuals

hardly varies – whether protecting a particular species, ecosystem or the biodiversity of an entire continent.

Answering a questionnaire on a specific aspect of biodiversity thus includes an assessment by the individual

of the value s/he attributes to protecting biodiversity in general, hence the term of inclusion bias to describe this

distortion of declared values with respect to the environment under appraisal.

Lastly, concerning public decision-making, the odds are that studies on the existence value of health facilities,

educational establishments, post offices in rural areas or back-to-work schemes will produce very high

declared values regardless of their actual effectiveness or their excessive operating costs for the service

provided. Ultimately, environmental action overall would not necessarily benefit all that much from such a review

of public action priorities on the basis of the existence value of the various public services provided in the

community.

The dilemma of the existence value can therefore be summed up as follows: ignoring it will seriously detract value

from natural environments; including it runs the risks of wild overestimations and loss of assessment credibility

in public choices.

� The role of the economic assessment of services
Progression to the large-scale water cycle calls for a considerable increase in socioeconomic expertise
of the valuation of water and associated natural environments. Herein lies the socioeconomic challenge

of ecological service valuation. We will discuss the methodological and conceptual aspects of the economic

assessment of services in Part 3. Before that, we will try to define the role that assessment could (or should)

play in the transition from the small-scale to the large-scale water cycle. This role is, in fact, twofold (Figure 10):

� it first of all concerns the relevance of choices regarding technical interventions in environments. In this

instance, assessment helps to look for the most appropriate and cost-effective measure for resolving the

problem in question;

� secondly, assessment also plays a more political role in debates about the various possible strategies
for managing environments and as a deliberation and involvement tool for stakeholders. We will leave

the second point to the next section – and broach the first point now.
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Assessing above all involves appraising the state of a situation or its changes under way according to
a certain reference framework. It thus allows for the identification and location of problematic situations,

determination of the scale of measures to take and setting of the first priorities for action in different environments

of interest. Assessment then focuses on measuring the outcome potential of a variety of possible technical

interventions. It is only after these first two stages that economic assessment – which weighs the expected

benefits of the action against its cost – rounds off this diagnosis by writing off those initiatives that would incur

disproportionate costs and pinpointing the most cost-effective measures. We can thus summarise the

main stages that should be included in a service assessment approach to aquatic environments. The rest of this

report will go into the expected outcomes and difficulties in more detail.

Analysis and identification of the situation. The quality and pertinence of the reference framework used

at this stage are essential here. For the purposes of inter- and intra-basin comparability, this framework
must be as uniform as possible and cover the largest possible number of ecological situations – which are

by construction very different, as we have seen. A detailed framework would effectively cover the variety of

environments to be considered but produce incomprehensible diagnoses. A simpler framework would not

identify the low signs of ecological degradation of some environments. In all cases, it would probably be

The assessment stages are:

� analysis and identification of the situation;

� identification of the best measures for resolution or preservation;

� economic assessment and political choice.

The dual role of ecological service assessment in water management.

Figure 10

1
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necessary to supplement the interpretation obtained from this framework with one-off studies on sites

identified in advance as being particularly sensitive or important. This is because an assessment may well

produce observations, but no explanations of the causes behind the ecological status observed in environments.

The merits of discussing the pertinent territorial scale for implementing the reference framework come

to the fore in this instance. The information provided by indicators of the biological status must be optimised in

relation to their spatial scale of application. At this point, thought should also be given to the instruments that will

be used for measuring the good status, and where they will be placed.

Identification of the best measures for resolution or preservation. The previous stage should have

highlighted any discrepancy as regards the good status of the environments identified and pinpoint an initial

series of local situations on which diverse technical measures will focus, with a view to improving or preserving

the ecological status of the environments. Additional studies on these sites of interest should also have

revealed the deterioration factors of sites with a poor status or singled out the determining factors of the good

status of sites that need protecting over the long-term.

This stage entails no longer assessing an ecological status but ecological engineering actions. This

assessment will draw on experience gained from other sites and thus depend on the transposability of the

action on the site of interest. It will also seek to determine the scale of this action and do an initial calculation
of its cost.

In the small-scale cycle, the range of possible interventions in terms of wastewater drainage (Figure 11),

producing drinking water or managing supply sources is typically pretty limited. This is because of a longstan-

ding process involving the rationalisation of techniques and optimisation of their performances.

This is not the case with respect to river or lake restoration or the protection of riparian vegetation and wetlands, for
which the range of technical measures possible is much more extensive (Figure 12). These make use of technologies
that are often much simpler to implement, but which need adapting on a case-by-case basis and the consequences
of which are less certain. Assessment must play a part in reducing this uncertainty.

Let us once again stress the need to avoid a static vision of the notion of «status». As we have already highlighted,
what need protecting, and even improving when necessary, are the changing dynamics of
environments rather than their conformity to a reference status that is obviously contingent.

2
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The techniques for restoring aquatic environments should be adapted on a case-by-case
basis.

Figure 12
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Economic evaluation and political choices. In the strictly technical field, economic assessment above all

focuses on the costs of the actions being considered. By assessing the costs and the positive impact of the

measure in mind on the ecological situation, it is possible to determine which measures are most cost-effective

(see text box). According to the WFD, it is these measures that should be pursued. A careful distinction must be

made between the cost-effectiveness approach and a cost-benefit analysis (see text box).

The cost-effectiveness approach
This is based on a pre-defined objective, for example, achieving good ecological status on a given water

body. Of the possible measures that could be taken to achieve this good status, this approach identifies

those that can meet this objective at the lowest cost.

Cost-benefit analysis
This does not factor in a pre-defined objective. Cost-benefit analysis compares the benefits of a series

of possible objectives for the community against the costs they will incur to be met. It thus ends up

selecting those objectives which offer up the most added value in terms of difference between expec-

ted benefits and their implementation costs.

Economic assessment can therefore open up a debate on the opportunity of different measures by comparing

their socioeconomic benefits, in terms of ecological service supply, with their costs. This is where the notion of

disproportionate costs (for the expected benefits) comes into play. It should be kept in mind that cost-benefit
analysis is not meant to produce sufficient conditions for getting certain things done or not. Conducting a cost-

benefit analysis involves examining a series of tabled measures from the viewpoint of its financial and
economic relevance. As a result, such an analysis can do no more than produce the necessary – but insufficient

– conditions for undertaking or abandoning a project after an examination of its economic realism. The same goes

for life cycle analyses that, while often making a useful contribution to assessing the relevance of a project, are

not enough to act on decisions.

It can be seen that economic assessment of ecological services provides managers with two types of service.

First, it makes a worthwhile addition to the information provided by indicator tables of the good status of

environments. It does this by clarifying the social value of its determining factors and weighing up the importance

of achieving a good status on specific sites or environments with regard to the overall ecological quality of a

hydrosystem. Secondly, it helps managers to apply the thinking behind their chosen actions to the
socioeconomic sector and thus to be able to justify their action to stakeholders and users who are asked to

support their action financially or politically.

From users to stakeholders

Here we expand on the idea that a carefully considered use of ecological service assessment implies changes

in the way in which the water sector is governed, primarily in terms of relations between managers, stakeholders,

local councillors and the general public. The information garnered from the assessment helps not only managers

to make more justified decisions but also local councillors and citizens to understand the ecological stakes of

protecting environments.

The transition to the large-scale water cycle also implies an ad hoc change in water governance. The WFD

places considerable emphasis on the necessary involvement and consultation of stakeholders, who act on

behalf of civil society. We have seen that this method of partnership differed from the French tradition of direct

negotiations between governmental bodies and local councillors – and was more in line with what exists in other

EU Member States. Although the developments of the last two decades have moved things in the right

3
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This commitment to involve stakeholders as expressed by the WFD has two objectives in mind :

� establish ecological solidarity for the basin between stakeholders;

� help to bring about a resulted-based culture in water management.

Let's look at these two objectives in turn.

direction in this regard, there is still a long way to go in achieving a satisfactory inclusion of users and stakeholders

in political decision-making. Table 4 illustrates the variety of stakeholders concerned by the management of

water and aquatic environments.

Categories of use

Consumption,
production, storage
of the resource

Production-related
uses

Material treatment,
transport and storage

Network, infrastructure

Recreational uses:
leisure activities,

relaxation

Ecological uses :
biodiversity,
preservation,
protection

Uses

Drinking water

Health (mineral water and spas)

- Halieutic production :
commercial fishing, aquaculture

and shellfish farming
- Industrial water: industrial supplies

(manufacturing, cooling, washing processes)
- Hydroelectricity

- Geothermal energy
- Agricultural water: supplies for agriculture

and irrigation
- Extraction of river and sea materials

- Drainage: household and industrial wastewater
- Spread of agricultural pollution

- Purification and storage of wastewater
- Human health

(biological and chemical contamination)

- Navigation: navigable rivers, canals, etc.
- Port activity

(commercial and recreational)

- Amateur fishing
- Hunting

- Bathing and other water sports
- Outings

- Amenities (contemplation of sites
and landscapes)

- Protection of fauna and flora
- Reproduction (wetlands, spawning grounds)

- Deferred uses for oneself and for future
generations (sustainable development)
- Observation and study environment

(training, research)
- Passive use (existence of biodiversity, etc.)

- Protection from flooding (wetlands)
- Protection from fires

Users, stakeholders

Drinking water consumers, consumer protection
associations

- Bottling manufacturers
- Spa operators

- Professional fishermen
- Shellfish farmers, aquafarmers

- Manufacturers
- Hydroelectricity operators

- Farmers
- Aggregate extractors

- Associations (health)
- Water companies

- Health sector
- Local authorities, public stakeholders

- River and canal craft professionals
- Yachtspeople

- Amateur fishermen
- Fishing federations

Hunters (waterfowl) and their federations
- Tourists, walkers,

practice of whitewater sports
- Tourism professionals

- Nature protection associations

- Scientists

- General public

- Future generations, Civil protection insurance
companies, Floodplain residents

Main characteristics of the small- and large-scale water cycle in terms of uses and users.Table 4
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� Ecological solidarity for the basin
The absence of property rights on natural environments is often cited as one of the main obstacles to effective

management of the large-scale water cycle. But this overlooks the fact that the raw water resource is not under

anyone's ownership in the small-scale cycle either. Public stakeholders have nevertheless long been able to act

on and manage this resource. One of the major consequences of this absence of clearly defined property rights

for water is the creation of multiple externalities between water users. These are produced by the way one or

more users act on other users. One example is that the policy for fertilising or protecting farmers' crops (Figure

13) is partly responsible for the deterioration in water quality, which has a negative repercussion on drinking

water consumers. The Water agencies' fee system, and more generally the implementation of the «polluter
should pay» principle, aims to put a price, and therefore a value, on these externalities. With such a price

to pay, those responsible for negative externalities are impelled to change their behaviour by reducing their

pollution which – previously free – becomes an expense for which they are liable

Working at the geographical level of the watershed, Water agencies make the principle of basin solidarity a

reality. The fee system, at least in theory, enables what economists call the internalisation of external effects,
i.e. the introduction of price signals prompting users to take into account the consequences of their habits for

the community – whether this concern pollution or diversion for their benefit of the available resource.

In management of the small-scale cycle, this principle of solidarity mainly applies to the quality and quantitative

availability of water. Transition to the large-scale cycle implies a parallel shift in this principle towards what we

might call ecological basin solidarity. This change in solidarity between users, not just of water, but also of

natural environments, will not happen overnight however, since the property rights over the services provided

by these environments are even more ill-defined than those over the water resource in the strict sense.

Paradoxically, the past disinterest of riverside owners in the resource and the common pool resource status

attributed to water has actually facilitated public action in terms of ecological river management. One only needs

to recall the heated debates with real estate owners sparked by the introduction of Natura 2000 sites to be

convinced of this – not to mention the complex history of natural parks in France. The minimal involvement

of owners in riverbank management – with the notable exception of agricultural rip-rap – does not look likely

to change any time soon. The public authorities can therefore hope for some leeway in conducting their
protection projects for aquatic environments. There is still the issue of financial compensations for loss

of use of river areas and involving owners in the everyday challenges of preservation, but this should be

addressed through local negotiations.

Fertilisation is partly responsible for the deterioration in water quality: a negative externality for drinking water
consumers.

Figure 13
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The problem for public authorities is more to decide who amongst them will take responsibility for the
developments required to achieve good statuses. Water agencies have, for several years, been facing this

problem of there not being enough takers for overseeing drainage within communities, particularly rural ones, even more

so in the agricultural sector. The same goes for actions to restore rivers or wetlands. Water agencies and public

authorities therefore often come up against the following institutional quandary: either task Water agencies themselves

with overseeing certain developments; or develop direct management by the State.

With the river contracts, Water agencies do, however, have a tool that is in principle well adapted to managing

hydrosystems. Abstraction protection plans may also be extended to include more effective management of associated

ecosystems in land areas. Moreover, the French Law on Water and Aquatic Environments (LEMA) introduces the

possibility for territorial communities, such as regions and départements, to invest in water management. It seems

entirely possible for these larger communities to assist districts and Water agencies in plans for managing aquatic

environments. In fact, they already do in many basins. It should be pointed out, however, that river «contracts»
resemble more a sort of voluntary commitment from communities than a legally-binding contractual obligation

between the parties. In particular, no sanction is stipulated in the event of failure to honour the commitments made by

the parties.

The fact remains that the question of who takes charge arises at district and unitary authority level. Transition

to the large-scale cycle will require more action on the part of mayors on matters that do not directly concern the

immediate interests of their citizens. Things are moving in the right direction at least. We can thus cite the countless

«river» unitary authorities already in place in France (they make up 70% of the Rhône Mediterranean and Corsica basin

for example). In view of the current reform of regional authorities in particular, national and regional discussions are

now being held as to how to finance and ensure the long-term utility of such structures.

We are faced with a new aspect brought about by the changeover to the large-scale cycle: the principle of local

solidarity for a basin, which hinges on interdependency between stakeholders' decisions, no longer applies so easily

to aquatic environments. For some «exceptional» natural environments, it is perfectly logical to imagine their

management coming under the national authority, or even that they be financed by the European budget. In all cases,

public action remains reliant on political support from the local councillors of Basin Committees, since budgetary

circumstances make any increased financial investment from the State, through the French Ministry for Ecology, highly

unlikely.

This is an important point for the success of the Grenelle de l’Environnement's commitments. The French

Environment Round Table enabled an agreement to be reached between parties on a series of specific objectives

such as creating green and blue corridors. But the Grenelle participants were wary of defining who was responsible

for conducting the actions discussed and how the financial cost would be split between the parties concerned. The

justified emphasis on the necessity of results that we will look into below does not, for all that, take care of the issue
of means and of dividing tasks up between stakeholders in the water sector.

� Evaluation and decision performance
Establishing a results-based culture in water management is one of the primary objectives of the WFD. The

French water sector has above all been accustomed to a means-based obligation. The objectives were defined

at national or European level and then translated into regulations and standards. Managers were responsible

for ensuring that private and public stakeholders complied with any amendments to the regulations in force.

Introduction of the Water Management and Development Master Plans (SDAGEs) saw the first shift away
from this means-based culture as it forced local stakeholders to adopt a strategic view of the resource

status that they wished to obtain at basin level. Measures and means thus became conditional upon meeting

the objectives they had set themselves – at least in theory. In reality, it has turned out that the requirements of

European directives and the national water policy still largely dictate the SDAGE objectives, with a variable
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assumption from basin to basin of the local water management stakes by decision-makers – despite the

commendable efforts of agencies to involve all stakeholders in working groups as far as possible.

For the culture of public management, which influences European as much as national decision-makers,

assessment is called to play a key role in promoting a results-based culture. It is expected that this assessment

will improve decision performance at no less than three distinct levels.

The three levels of decision performance:

� pertinence of the actions to take;

� justification of the action and opening debate;

� update of the collective environmental responsibility system.

Pertinence of the actions to take. This first level involves definition of the pertinent action to take with

regard to the problem confronting the decision-maker – something we have already discussed at length.

Justification of the action and opening debate. This second level involves justification of the action

and opening it up for debate by the public stakeholders. So that the assessment of ecological services can

improve the quality of collective arbitration, it must be possible to adopt – and thus be adopted – by those

involved. This particularly assumes that the stakeholders will be equipped with the means to carry out their own

assessments and cross-surveys. These are replacing «top-down» assessments which used to be the only

reference for making decisions.

The technical competence level of associations, NGOs and other stakeholders is getting better and better and

this trend looks set to continue in the future. Many of them today are able to produce reports and studies of the

same calibre as those produced by the State. It is more than likely that they will seize the opportunities created

by the WFD to adopt the field of ecological service assessments as their own with a view to stepping up their

capacity for wielding pressure on the public authorities and, if possible, their influence on decisions. While

this change may appear to be for the good of public debate quality and collective decision-making, it raises

difficulties when the assessment protocols of ecological services – as we have already mentioned – are still

far from stabilised in scientific and operational terms, running the risk of abuse for certain interests and

manipulation of the terms of reference of the debate.

Update the collective environmental responsibility system. At the third level, the major challenge

of an environmentally-oriented water governance in the context of the large-scale cycle is to uphold what we

call a certain collective environmental responsibility system. We will expand on this in Part 3.

As we have already mentioned, the political expectations when setting up the small-scale water cycle

management system were fairly clear. The purpose was to guarantee the broadest possible access to the

resource for all users, while at the same time protecting them from the negative consequences – in terms of

pollution – of other users' habits. The underlying model of environmental responsibility of the small-scale cycle

therefore gives priority to meeting human needs – and diminishing the resulting adverse effects. We can't really

speak of an authentically «environmental» responsibility system then, since the human and social aspects tend

to monopolise the expected outcomes. A constant shift in the law has nevertheless been in motion since

the 1970s towards obtaining an official recognition of the legal status of the environment. Successive

water laws would emphasise the importance of environmental protection in water policy objectives, and these

1
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3
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legal breakthroughs would be reflected in the French Environment Code and WFD alike. This progress is in
keeping with the public's expectations regarding environmental protection, a sign of the significant shift

in the collective environmental responsibility system in both French and most other European societies. This

leads us to a third level of intervention in the assessment of ecological services – giving a direction and
framework to the newly emerging environmental responsibility system.

The first step is to enable this assessment to inform citizens and public opinion. In this context, the hope

is that national and local public opinion can put pressure on local councillors to invest more in the ecological

management of environments. Another aim is to encourage a positive trend of public opinion with regard to

hikes in water bills to create the necessary financial resources. Two remarks can be made on this subject:

� contingent valuation studies have largely exposed the public's doubts that local politicians will actually devote

the sums raised through these price hikes to environmental protection. Asked who they would prefer to see

managing these funds, they overwhelmingly answered in favour of someone separate from local politics – and

from the State – and of his or her action to be supervised by associations, scientists and users;

� moreover, the public authorities must keep a close eye on problems of fairness and implicit redistribution
created by environmental taxes. To try and prevent deadlocks, an environmental tax based on household

water bills must see concurrent discussions in parallel on a social tarification of the resource which guarantees

access to drinking water for the poorest populations. These discussions were in fact initiated in 2009 by the

French National Water Board (CNE), chaired by André Flageolet, with the purposes of uniting the fundamental

human right to water, the supply of high-quality drinking water services and the inclusion of households who are

struggling financially.

The public also sets particular store by the monitoring of measures and assessment of their actual impact in
the field. The public authorities should consequently be more systematic in conducting post-assessments of

their action, which is to say – should get closer to the results-based approach we have discussed above. Such

efforts should go beyond the simple reporting requirements for the WFD, especially since this only applies to a

sample of water bodies. Alongside their usual communication channels with local councillors and stakeholders,

Water agencies are going to have to equip themselves to be able to promote their action more effectively to the

media and the general public.

The water situation in the small-scale cycle is made up of laborious trends and localised accidents of variable

proportions. In the large-scale cycle, the responsiveness and plasticity of environments can bring about swift

positive or negative change. This problem was hardly perceptible at a time before systematic monitoring of water

quality. But once this information has been obtained and publicised, problems regarding the management of local
ecological crises can arise, generally catching the stakeholders unawares. At the news – unheard of to date

because of no information – of a swift decline in a fishing population for example, public opinion will demand

an equally swift response from managers to hastily reverse the situation (Figure 14). And yet action plans

typically tend to focus more on gradually restoring good status than on crisis management. This is reminiscent

of a typical civilian protection situation, in which the means mobilised during a catastrophe represent years

of prevention savings. The changeover to the large-scale water cycle must go hand in hand with increased

participation from the public – with all the problems of distorted perception and mistaken interpretation of the

situation that this brings.



The Arctic charr of the Alpine lakes, a relic of the Ice Age, has been highly endangered
by the eutrophication of these lakes in the eighties and, later on, by global warming
(Lake Geneva has become more than a degree's centigrade warmer in 30 years).

Figure 14
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To conclude, the development of approaches for assessing ecological services cannot be whittled down to the

simple matter of choosing the methods for calculating the value of environments or of producing figures and

indicators of the ecological status of natural environments. For the process to be effective, it must reflect and

take on board the arrangements and objectives of the water policy. Assessment of services can also play a

role in advancing, in return, this context itself by providing water management stakeholders with the tools for

discussion and sharing the challenges they face.

In this first sub-section, we have endeavoured to summarise those contextual elements we considered to be the

most relevant in this regard. Specific examples of environmental policies in practice are now needed to back up

these general considerations. Part 2 focuses on two such examples: the French National Biodiversity Strategy

(SNB) and the Water Management and Development Master Plans (SDAGEs), set up to meet the WFD

objectives.
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Let us now look at the way in which ecosystem services are defined and addressed in the French National

Biodiversity Strategy (SNB) and Water Management and Development Master Plans (SDAGEs). How are they

assessed and included in decision-making processes, and what intervention tools are used to this end?

Adopted in 2004 and revised in 2011, the SNB is one of the political initiatives in the field of nature conservation

that most faithfully integrates the notion of ecosystem services in line with the Millennium Ecosystem

Assessment (MA). These need to be recognised for their value and assessed as regards their contribution

to human well-being and to economic prosperity when drafting and putting in place all of the SNB's action

plans. This notion is also a key aspect of schemes seeking to raise the awareness of economic and social

stakeholders (like support and commitment), discussions and intervention tools (in preparation for the revised

SNB, a «courses of action» guide is due to come out in late 2011) likely to influence the habits of biological

diversity users.

Drawn up in accordance with the 1992 French Water Law and then the 2006 French Law on Water and

Aquatic Environments (LEMA) by the Basin Committees, SDAGEs are decentralised planning tools for a

balanced management of the water resource – from both a qualitative and quantitative point of view. Merely the

drafting process of the SDAGEs, in which local stakeholders have been closely involved, is a shining example

of the gradual progress being made in the consideration of ecological services – with as strong an operational

focus as always on means and the courses of action taken by local water managers. It is worth pointing out more

generally that, over time, the water policy has taken on an ever closer governance to territories and concepts

and approaches that instinctively recognise the value of ecological services.

The French National Biodiversity Strategy, ecosystem services and
aquatic environments

The SNB gives concrete form to France's commitment to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD),

which it signed in 1994. Back then, the French Ministry for the Environment had been tasked with presenting

a strategy that could be applied across all State departments with the specific aim of halting the loss of

biodiversity by 2010 – to which all EU countries had committed. This commitment has been pushed back to

2020, and it is with a view to keeping this commitment that the new SNB and EU Biodiversity Strategy

(communication of the European Commission) have been adopted – both as of May 2011.

The first SNB 2004-2010 had four overarching objectives and was set out in ten sectoral action plans, most

written between 2005 and 2006 and updated in 2009 to factor in the commitments of the French Environment

Round Table (Grenelle). The new SNB 2011-2020 breaks down into six strategic goals, covering a total of 20

targets in line with the Aichi Targets of the CBD Strategic Plan.
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It seeks to:

� protect, restore, enhance and promote the values of biodiversity;

� ensure its sustainable and fair use;

� get everyone and all activity sectors involved to this end.

In concrete terms, it relies on the voluntary commitment of stakeholders, defined with the help of the Guide for

action (not published to date).

Transcribed in the framework

Transcribed in the framework of the SNB, French nature conservation policy clearly takes account of
the notion of ecosystem services as conceived by the MA. Recognition of their value and assessment of

their contribution to human well-being and to sectoral economic activity were defining issues across all action

plans stemming from the previous SNB (see Annex 1) and are still just as central to the new objectives. They

emerge both in schemes seeking to raise the awareness of economic and social stakeholders and discussions

and intervention tools that can be used to influence the habits of biological diversity users at national and

international level.

� At international level

The SNB intends to build on international action on protecting biological diversity and, by extension, the

associated ecological or ecosystem services. It would particularly be worth recalling the landmark debates held

during the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 1992, known simply as the Rio

Summit, as well as the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg ten years later.

The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 1992, at which the Convention on

Biological Diversity was signed (see text box), paved the way to a firm commitment from the Parties to

implement protection policies for biological diversity, foster its sustainable use and share out the benefits

gained from using genetic resources. The French National Biodiversity Strategy (SNB) was drawn up on the basis

of this Convention. The Convention Parties often take a proactive approach to implementing the CBD's

programme of work. That said, this programme continues to be heavily influenced by current political and

economic goals.

The Convention on Biological Diversity

The Convention on Biological Diversity has seven thematic programmes of work, one of which addresses

Inland Waters Biodiversity, and such cross-cutting issues as: climate change and biodiversity;

ecosystem approach; identification, monitoring, indicators and assessment; economics, trade and

incentive measures (which includes the valuation of biodiversity and the removal of perverse incentives).

The World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2002 (Figure 15) confirmed France's

commitment to reducing the sources of degradation and loss of biological diversity. The Millennium
Development Goals, set by this Summit, also make access to and management of water key targets in the

pursuit of sustainable development.



Figure 15
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A certain number of key messages have emerged for decision-makers from these two international summits

hosted by the UN:

� access to water and the quality of water and aquatic environments play a part in achieving the Millennium

Development Goals;

� managing the scarcity and quality of water are given objectives;

� managing water as an economic good goes hand in hand with assessing the contribution that the good functioning

of aquatic environments – also considered to be public goods (or common pool resources) – makes to ecological

services;

� integrated management of environments broadens the scope from water in its physical environment to

ecosystems by incorporating interactions between aquatic environments, forests and human societies;

� preservation of wetlands – the ecosystems that have lost the most ground in terms of surface area – is now a goal

in its own right, and one that is upheld by the RAMSAR Convention which recommends specific actions.

The Ramsar Convention

The Ramsar Convention, officially called the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance

especially as Waterfowl Habitat, is also commonly referred to as the Convention on Wetlands.

Be that as it may, although the political debate was fuelled by the subject of protecting the biological diversity

of natural environments – and therefore of aquatic environments – the gap between the management of these

environments and that of water in its usual sense (drinking water and drainage services) remains as wide as ever.

Aquatic environments still fall largely within the scope of environmental management, while the water resource

remains a socioeconomic responsibility for the purposes of drinking water, industry, energy and agriculture.

� At national level
Several political initiatives on the environment led to the French National Biodiversity Strategy (SNB)

being drawn up and put into practice. Adopted in June 2003, the French National Strategy for Sustainable
Development (SNDD) made preservation of the natural and cultural heritage one of its pillars. The French

National Committee for Sustainable Development has become the political authority that should enable

the environment to be taken into account in sectoral policies. This is a strong sign of a possible paradigm shift

– confirmed by the French Environmental Charter.

The SNB, adopted in 2004 and revised in 2011 (Figure 16), is a practical offshoot of the SNDD's natural and
cultural heritage pillar, but it extends its purely naturalist framework to include the impacts of economic

activity on biodiversity. However, although the SNB can influence political courses of action – and even planning

objectives – it has no legal authority. In its startup phase, the goal of halting the loss of biological diversity

One of the flagship international meetings.
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involves preservation of genetic diversity, species, the diversity of ecosystems, particularly through services

provided to human societies, and landscapes in the form of functional and cultural expression of territories.

Aquatic environments are considered through the diversity of aquatic species (especially fish populations) on

the one hand and by ecosystems on the other – wetlands in particular. The latter are symbolic ecosystems

(Figure 17) due to their vulnerability to economic development and also because they are now accorded spe-

cial attention at international level by the RAMSAR Convention.

The French National Biodiversity Strategy is a practical offshoot of the French
National Strategy for Sustainable Development.

Figure 16

Wetlands, symbolic ecosystems.

Figure 17
a b

dc
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The health of biodiversity and the identification of threats to the latter are taken firmly on board in the SNB. It

points out that aquatic environments are endangered by pressures affecting water quality (diffuse and point

pollution) and habitats (hydrological and morphological modifications and obstacles to river flow). In terms of

the ecological services provided by aquatic environments, the SNB stresses their importance, particularly a

resource's supply of good quality water for multiple uses and for the functioning of an aquatic ecosystem in itself.

The first SNB had set up ten sectoral action plans (Figure 18), or programmes of work for each economic

sector (agriculture, international cooperation, land-based transport infrastructure, sea, natural heritage,

town planning, forests, research, tourism and overseas).

For overseas, the strategy comprised ten local plans: Guadeloupe, French Guiana, Martinique, Mayotte, New

Caledonia, French Polynesia, Reunion Island, Wallis and Futuna, Saint Pierre and Miquelon, French Southern

and Antarctic Lands and the Scattered Islands. This illustrates the importance of biodiversity conservation in

these regions.

Each plan was overseen by the technical ministry concerned, and a steering committee set up whose members

included economic stakeholders, members of the public and nature protection associations. Indeed, the SNB

sought to mobilise stakeholders, incorporate the value of services provided by nature, take greater
account of biodiversity in sectoral policies and develop scientific knowledge and observation. The

policy lines of the SNB were clear. It was not merely an additional intervention policy. It aimed to raise

awareness, mobilise and pool actions with a view to stepping up the effectiveness of existing policies.

As a result, the plans put forward actions to preserve the role of aquatic environments and the services

provided (Table 5 and Annex 1). But this improvement was not as significant in the intervention tools proposed

– no more than in the processes helping stakeholders to adopt the SNB. This was because the action plans were

simply fitted into the framework of existing sectoral policies without overhauling or changing them. All they did

was improve these policies by fostering voluntary initiatives on the part of private stakeholders and by focusing

on raising awareness, providing information and promoting good practices and responsible behaviour with

regard to biodiversity.

A few of the SNB's sectoral action plans.

Figure 18
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Sub-actions relating to aquatic environments

Draw up guidelines for the green and blue corridors and support
their implementation at regional level.

Rivers and aquatic environments: application of the WFD (review
of river basins, setup of the surveillance programme, definition of

management plans and programmes of measures, implementation
of the water law.

Wetlands: Continue and resume implementation of the national
wetlands plan. Designate wetlands of international

importance for the Ramsar List.
Acquisition of 20,000 ha of wetlands to counter destruction:

encourage purchases by Water agencies.

Grassy banks and planted buffer zones at least 5 metres
wide along rivers and water bodies listed in urban-planning

documents.
Extension of grassy banks along all rivers in vulnerable

areas in 2009 (4th action programme 2009-2013 pursuant
to the "Nitrates" Directive).

Restore continuity for freshwater ecosystems:
elimination of hydroelectric concession dams should

operation not be renewed under a general agreement
on sustainable hydroelectricity in keeping with the restoration

of aquatic environments (blue corridor).

Coastline : measures by the coast Interministerial Committee
for Land Planning and Development (CIADT); long-term strategy

of the French Conservatory of the Coast.

Increase the means of the French Initiative for Coral Reefs (IFRE-
COR) for a sustained action in favour of coral reefs and their asso-

ciated ecosystems.

Setup of national action plans for endangered species in mainland
France and in its overseas départements.

Draw up a terrestrial and marine invasive species plan.

Provide for marine and coastal ecosystem reconstitution
and restoration measures in management plans
(revised SDAGE) and programmes of measures

that will be decided on at the scale of a river basin.

Continuity of freshwater ecosystems: possibility of intervening on
private sites with the owner's agreement.

Give official form to the administration doctrine on water,
fishing and nature policing. Set up a nature policing unit in
départements/forge closer ties between the water police

and hunting police. Boost the human resources for nature
policing by the public institutions working in overseas

départements (national parks, ONF, ONCFS and ONEMA)
to ensure the regulations are implemented effectively.

Actions relating
to aquatic environments

Develop specific plans
for natural infrastructure

Save endangered
wild species

Tackle invasive species

Consolidate expertise and
management

Renew and extend legal
provisions

Increase the effectiveness
of nature policing

Number of actions
(2009-2010)

4 actions
and

30 sub-actions

3 actions
and

14 sub-actions

3 actions and 10
sub-actions

Priorities

Maintain the good
ecological quality

of the territory

Support concerted
natural heritage

management
as it picks
up pace

Continue to
renew rights

and economic
tools

An example of how aquatic environments have been addressed in an action plan:
the natural heritage action plan.Table 5
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Water and aquatic environments were thus very much a feature of the 2004 SNB, but it is nevertheless noticeable

that, in its startup phase, it was too simplistic in its approach to the latter for several reasons:

� aquatic environments were only perceived as «containers» of a physical resource, water, and water is not

biodiversity;

� the compartmentalised vision between aquatic and terrestrial environments persisted;

� the failure to pay full attention to knowledge on the biological wealth (macrophytes and invertebrates) in the

aquatic environment on the part of nature conservation associations, institutional and private stakeholders

limited the scope covered by biodiversity conservation actions;

� during this initial drafting stage, the way the French Ministry for the Environment was organised – divided into

different departments, one in charge of biodiversity and the other in charge of problems relating to water as a

resource – did not facilitate incorporation of the specific issues involved in managing aquatic environments in

the SNB’s action plans. This situation should improve once a single department overseeing both water and

biodiversity has been set up.

In 2006, the Grenelle de l’Environnement (Table 6), the roadmap for French environmental policy over the next

five years, shored up the SNB by identifying a number of specific actions in favour of biological diversity. In turn,

these have been included in the sectoral action plans that were revised in 2009. This concerns commitment 84

which calls for the SNB to be extended with concerted regional strategies. Based on the Grenelle’s conclusions,

the water resource and aquatic environments are taken on board to a greater extent in the SNB – which now

lays down actions or sub-actions associated with ecological continuity, the green or blue corridor and

implementation of the WFD.

Phosphates
Ban phosphates in all laundry detergents by 2012.

Abstraction points
Complete the protection perimeters around drinking water abstraction points by 2010,

Extended action plans to protect the 500 abstraction points the most under threat by 2012.

Drainage
Stepping up the compliance of wastewater treatment plants with the standards with a view to reaching a 98%

conformity level by 2010 and 100% level by 2011.
Consideration of wastewater drainage arrangements in the examination of building permits.

Creation of a new competence for districts to inspect non-collective drainage systems.
Development of rainwater and wastewater recovery and reuse in compliance with health requirements.

Green and blue corridor
Planting of grassy banks at least 5 metres in length along rivers by 2015,

a green and blue corridor for preserving ecological continuity.

Irrigation
The Prefect may provide a single organisation with a sampling authorisation on behalf of

all irrigation users to encourage collective sampling management.

Networks
Local authorities must assess the heritage of their water supply network and draw up an improvement works

programme if the network leak rate exceeds a set rate for each département.

Research and development
Authorisation given to public drinking water and drainage services to fund R&D programmes

to facilitate the development of new techniques –
particularly with a view to adapting to climate change.

Grenelle «water» commitments.Table 6
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Despite the clear desire to place biodiversity at the heart of French environmental concerns, the political efforts

remain minimalist, for what is needed is to mobilise stakeholders rather than construct an intervention policy in

which biodiversity would influence sectoral policy objectives. The initial motivation for the SNB was to mark a

turning-point in the way nature protection is addressed – by phasing biodiversity into sectoral policy. We have

mentioned a paradigm shift that would be required of the economy. Some have seen this as grounds for an

institutional change in the way the State is organised and governed in this respect (standards, regulations and

processes). But for now, the fact is that:

� The State was responsible for overseeing the SNB, taking charge of the actions to be implemented and

promoting the same «conventional» intervention tools within its competence (agro-environmental measures,

organic production grants, etc.);

� Local stakeholders working in the region (including local and regional authorities) were pretty much ignored.

Some will say that, at the collective level (steering committees), certain stakeholders were neither represented

nor invited;

� As for water governance staff, they were completely excluded from the entire process. Some will argue that

the arrival of «allocation factors on biodiversity» sidelined the option by «environment type” and water

continued to be perceived solely as a physical resource, completely unrelated to biodiversity. Institutional logic

was in no small part responsible for this dichotomy between protecting biodiversity and managing water and

aquatic environments. The French Ministry for Ecology at the time comprised two distinct departments: one in

charge of nature and landscapes and the other in charge of water. What’s more, the latter was hardly consulted

in the drafting stages of the SNB. Neither did it sit on the interministerial steering committee tasked with

monitoring the action plan agenda.

It is difficult to grasp why the water governance sector was not called on more often in the SNB’s action plans,

when the intervention tools mentioned in some of these same plans come directly from the water policy and the

WFD. This is particularly the case for the Ecophyto fee, agro-environmental measures or the Water agencies’

grants system. This sector’s participation would have made the results hoped for at local level under the SNB

more operational. Take, for example, the Local Water Commissions that act with respect to Water Management

and Development Plans (SAGEs), or the Basin Committees which decide on the intervention programme of

Water agencies.

One of the key questions broached by economic analysis is that of transaction costs. These are defined as costs

incurred by participation and negotiation, and we know they can be high in a governance process. When it is

well worth stakeholders working together, these costs are borne by the stakeholders themselves on a

voluntary basis. Once these costs outweigh the benefit of taking part in the process, they can lead to forms of

withdrawal and thus to low turn-outs. And yet the rise in consultation processes launched by the State – with

similar goals but without coordination of existing decision channels – means that stakeholders must step up

their efforts to take part in such channels. They must thus choose whether or not to participate based on how

high the stakes are.

The assessment findings of the SNB, initiated by the French Ministry for Sustainable Development in 2010, are

not positive – particularly as regards the actual integration of biodiversity in sectoral policies (according to the

French National Biodiversity Strategy - 2004-2010 Report - DICOM-DGALN/BRO/11022 – May 2011).

But they do show that the SNB plays a key role in getting all the stakeholders involved. The new SNB 2011-2020

builds on this mobilisation by rallying the State, regional authorities and economic and public stakeholders even

more around six strategic targets: instill in people a desire to act for biodiversity, preserve the living environment

and its ability to evolve, invest in a common pool resource (ecological capital), ensure the sustainable,

equitable use of biodiversity, see that policies are consistent and actions effective and develop, share and

promote the value of knowledge.



Article 1 of the 1964 Water Law provided for a harmonisation of the requirements for use and environmental
protection.

Figure 19
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Instead of breaking down into action plans, this new SNB seeks to involve the various stakeholders : the point

is to ensure that we are all aware of certain facts and values helping us to recognise our daily dependence on

the services rendered by biodiversity and to make the right decisions and moves.

The notion of ecological services is therefore clearly highlighted, given that the good functioning of ecosystems

is a fundamental condition for the production of countless services worth our while and the preservation of a great

many remarkable, and more common, species. Accordingly, the preservation and restoration of ecosystems are

gradually becoming a new activity sector in its own right – even if the drivers for action are yet to be specified.

The new SNB does not explicitly integrate water governance, but the various water laws have introduced

specific planning schemes that have taken increasing account of the notion of biodiversity and ecological

services at each reform. This is what we will go into below.

Water Management and Development Master Plans (SDAGEs) and
regard for ecological services

It is interesting to examine how ecological services have been factored into the water policy by looking at its

planning schemes – the details of which need highlighting. A retrospective analysis of the three water laws from

1964, 1992 and 2006 – taking account of the objectives of the 2000 European Water Framework Directive –

shows that increasing attention has been paid to ecological services, in a more or less explicit manner. These

successive water laws give an initial indication of this progression, which we will have a look at now. Beyond a

summary of their main recitals, we will endeavour to shed light on the governance methods set up by local water

stakeholders on the basis of these laws, thus attesting to a gradual assimilation of ecological services by these

stakeholders. First, we will go back over the legislative assessments.

� 1964 Water Law
The provisions in Article 1 of the 1964 Water Law call for […] prevention of water pollution and water

regeneration, with a view to meeting or uniting the requirements of:

� drinking water supplies for populations and public health;

� agriculture, industry, transport and all other human activity in the public interest;

� biological life in the receiving environment, especially the fish population, as well as leisure activities, water

sports and site protection;

� water flow and conservation.
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Articles 13 and 14 of this law provided for the creation […] within each basin or group of basins […] of a basin

committee made up, in equal parts, of representatives of the different categories of users and competent

persons, representatives appointed by the local authorities, government representatives [...] and of a basin

financial agency, a public administrative establishment, civil in nature and financially independent, tasked with

facilitating the diverse actions in the shared interest of the basin or group of basins.

Article 14 attributes a twofold role to these agencies: setting and collecting fees from public or private bodies,

insofar as these public or private bodies make the agency's work useful or necessary, and attribute grants and

loans to public or private bodies for carrying out activities in the shared interest of the basin.

The main outcomes of this first water law – from the viewpoint of our arguments – are essentially:

� the importance of preventing water pollution for economic development, health and protection of receiving

environments has been recognised;

� the «large-scale (eco)system» that is the river basin has been recognised as a coherent unit for managing

the water resource for the first time;

� the «polluter should pay» principle has been set up, indirectly recognising the need to compensate damage

caused by urban and economic activity – if not to ecosystems, then at least to water quality;

� an original form of governance has been set up with the basin committee, the «water parliament», and the

Water agency, the mutual financial organisation that manages the system of fees with a view to reinvesting

these in «damage repair» operations.

Although it was highly original for the time, and gradually accorded greater financial powers (the Water

agencies got investment in the water sector well and truly rolling), there are limits to the system with regard to

our subject:

� discussions focused on pollution black spots (large communities, major industrial sites) (Figure 20);

One of the limits of the system introduced by the
1964 law was that it looked no further than pollution
black spots. The case of the Drôme basin. (Source:
http://gesteau.oieau.fr/sites/default/files/1-5.jpg)

Figure 20
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� a dominant financial vision, rather than an incentive-based approach that might have been expected from

the introduction of fees. The goal is first and foremost to reinvest the fee money in projects that ensure a«fair»
return to fee-paying users;

� neither the environment nor aquatic environments represent the core business of basin committees or Water

agencies.

However, with the creation of this system came a heightened awareness of how ecosystems function and
of their worth:

� the services in charge of monitoring environmental quality helped to initiate an ecology culture by developing

key indicators, not only on the physico-chemical quality of environments, but also on aquatic fauna – above all

by developing the tools of the SEQ-Eau (water quality evaluation system), which comprises both physical and

biological parameters;

� the first results of water quality modelling revealed the «self-purifying» function of environments and helped

to shed light on this ecological service – even if it is not yet named as such.

In the 1980s, the Water agencies gradually invested in river development works. The approach was hydraulic,

justified by the need to prevent flooding, but it was this intervention on natural environments that brought about

a steady increase in approaches associated with ecosystem services within agencies. For the first time,

agencies used fees to fund actions that were only indirectly linked to these fees – primarily based on urban

and industrial pollution. But this wasn't without political problems: industrial users in particular had difficulty

accepting that part of the money from their fees went to pay for actions on rivers: controlling erosion,

maintaining banks, fish structures (Figure 21), enhancement of surrounding areas, etc. These debates on the

legitimacy of these new interventions (without specific contribution from the activity sectors behind the damage

justifying them) were nevertheless useful in opening up the first exchanges on the interests for the agency – and

therefore for the water policy – of paying closer attention to ecosystems.

From the 1980s, the Water agencies thus begun to branch out from the strict framework of urban and industrial

pollution prevention and the French Ministry for the Environment sent out a circular on river contracts.
These contracts were innovative in the global approach they took – focusing on pollution prevention, physical

restoration of environments and communication/awareness-raising all at once. The measures were still rather

narrow in scope though, with no real regulatory weight, acting on the river in its strict sense (the low-flow

channel and banks). That said, several initiatives (e.g. in the Ardèche – a pioneering watershed for this

procedure) stem more or less explicitly from a heightened awareness on the part of communities of the services

rendered by a healthily functioning river (the economy of the Ardèche valley is intricately linked to the quality

of its river).

Professional users' fees can finance fish passage structures.

Figure 21
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� 1992 Water Law
Based on the experiences gained across France and aware that, firstly, the simple contractual programming tools

no longer sufficed and, secondly, the water policy needed a new direction, a major revision of the water policy

was put forward in the 1990s. As a result, Article 1 of the French Water Law of 3 January 1992 (Figure 22) lays

down the principle that water belongs to the nation's common heritage and its protection, enhancement
and the development of its useable resource – whilst respecting natural balances – are in the public
interest. The 1992 Water Law also defines the principle of «balanced management» which aims to:

� preserve aquatic ecosystems, sites and wetlands […];

� protect against all types of pollution and restore water quality […];

� develop and protect the water resource;

� determine the value of water as an economic resource […] in line with the […]requirements concerning : i)

health, public health, civil defence and drinking water supplies for the population; ii) free water flow,

conservation and protection against flooding; iii) agriculture, fishing and marine cultures, freshwater fishing,

industry, energy generation, transport, tourism, leisure activities and water sports […].

Lastly, the 1992 Water Law makes provision for planning tools at large basin level (Water Management and

Development Master Plans/SDAGEs) and sub-basin level (Water Management and Development Plans/SAGEs).

Drawn up by the basin committees, SDAGEs set the main guidelines for a balanced management of the water

resource within each basin or group of basins, as stipulated in Article 1. SAGEs – written by the local water

commissions – do the same at sub-basin level. Both plan types wield regulatory influence and must address

every aspect of water and aquatic environment management.

This law thus breaks new ground in its resolve to replace a conventional approach by sector of use with

a global approach, including not just the preservation of aquatic ecosystems but also the development and

protection of the water resource. This is so as to satisfy a certain number of uses – it being recognised that

a healthy ecosystem is a prerequisite for the quality and quantity of possible uses. While the reference to

Article 1 of the 1992 Water Law lays down the
principle that water belongs to the nation's common
heritage.

Figure 22
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ecological services is still not explicit, this new water law represents a genuine opportunity for basin organisations

to make aquatic ecosystems and their ecological services a central consideration for debate and therefore for

the programmes of work of water stakeholders. Despite the time this learning and assimilation would take, basin

committees – responsible for drafting SDAGEs – would add provisions to their fundamental objectives with a

direct link to recognition of the new requirement to manage ecosystems – and thus to take ecological services

into account.

The first SDAGEs

Adopted in 1996, the first SDAGEs make explicit reference to this new aspect of water management (see

text box).

Adour-Garonne SDAGE 1996
The less disturbed aquatic ecosystems are, the better they help to maintain hydrodynamic balances

and regulate water flow. They also increase the self-purifying capacity of rivers, thereby improving

their quality. It is therefore necessary to restore natural regulation phenomena and river dynamics so

as to «give aquatic environments back the capacity to function normally and regenerate (...)».

Rhône Mediterranean Corsica SDAGE 1996

Aquatic environments and wetlands are complex, dynamic and interdependent environments whose

physical and functional components need preserving or restoring to maintain their essential roles in

terms of regulating water resources, self-purification, landscape and biodiversity.

Once identified and recorded, wetlands should gradually be characterised from a double point of view:

- biological: rarity of species present, diversity, etc.

- functional: environment dynamics, functional relations with other environments and the watershed,

«services rendered» (levelling of rising water levels, self-purification).

Seine Normandy SDAGE 1996

River valleys are the seat of multiple economic stakes, areas where construction is possible, potential

sources of aggregate and groundwater sources. Aquatic environments have an ecological and

functional value that it is necessary to preserve. At the bottom of valleys more than elsewhere,

wemust therefore be careful to take necessary account of the hydraulic and environmental constraints

in land use.

The objective is to«maintain a suitable plant cover for the soil conditions in the bottom of valleys (...).

Natural floodplains contain most of the wetlands of ecological interest. It is therefore paramount to

maintain them for sustainable flood prevention. (...) Procedures to protect abstraction points must be

followed through and strategic potential resources shielded from pollution risks by seeking protective

soil cover in these areas and a form of management to adapt (...). »

Beyond the actual purpose of a more functional approach to managing environments, now acknowledged by

the SDAGEs, the major breakthrough is that these concepts are based on scientific findings, clarifying the

ecology of ecosystems and revealing the services provided, for example by a healthily functioning river area.

Accordingly, and to give an example, a multidisciplinary summary conducted over the whole of the Ain lower

valley made it possible to compare hydrological, geomorphological, biological and economic data and spotlight
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the different services provided by this ecosystem (self-purification, quality water resource, wellspring of

biological diversity, fishing area and whitewater sports, etc.). This summary and revelation of the social and

economic benefits reaped from a healthily functioning system prompted some local councillors to change the way

they addressed river management: no longer«preventing» but«assisting nature» to benefit over the long-term

from the services provided. By learning from this type of example, it has been possible to transpose the concept

of good functioning status with regard to rivers in the SDAGEs – and therefore to make it a more common

feature to some extent.

Wetlands

The first SDAGEs also brought wetlands and their associated stakes to the fore. They are based :

� on the one hand on the Water Law, which defines wetlands. Wetlands are «areas of land, exploited or not,

that are usually flooded or saturated with freshwater, saltwater or brackish water on a permanent or temporary

basis; vegetation, when present, is dominated by hygrophilic plants for at least part of the year». The French

Decree of 30 January 2007 specifies the criteria selected for characterising these environments (morphology,

hygrophilic plants, etc.);

� on the other hand on the crystal-clear conclusions of Préfet Bernard’s report in 1994 which described a steady

disappearance of these environments and thus the serious challenges they represent in terms of preserving

the biodiversity heritage, as well as the associated services provided.

In general, all of the SDAGEs devote one of their policy lines specifically to wetlands. For example, the Rhône

Mediterranean Corsica SDAGE states that, once identified and recorded, wetlands should gradually be

characterised from a double point of view: biological (rarity of species present, diversity, etc.) and functional

(environment dynamics, functional relations with other environments and the watershed, «services
rendered» - levelling of rising water levels, self-purification, etc.).

A significant amount of ground has been covered then, between a time when practically all basin committees

focused on was the approval of fees from agencies, and the era of the SDAGEs, which included a list of

wetlands needing protection and laid down rules for the effective management of these environments. The

ambition to preserve wetlands – given the amount that still needed doing to halt their disappearance – would be

highlighted by other texts outside of the water sector. For example, the 2005 law on rural area development
stipulates that :«The preservation and sustainable management of wetlands are of general interest. National,

regional and local rural area development policies – along with the attribution of public grants – take account

of the specific difficulties of conserving, exploiting and sustainably managing wetlands, as well as of their

contribution to policies on the preservation of biological diversity and the landscape, on water resource

management and on flooding prevention, particularly through suitable methods of farming, pastoralism,

forestry, hunting, fishing and tourism. To this end, the French State and its public establishments, regions,

départements, districts and their clusters see to the coherency of diverse public policies in these areas – each

within their expertise.»

Authorisation and declaration systems

The 1992 Water Law therefore marks a key turning point in achieving explicit recognition of the stakes involved

in protecting ecological services. It does not shed any more light as such on the question of how to quantify these

services or of their value, but goes some way to developing intervention tools likely to maintain a certain level

of integrity in the functioning of aquatic ecosystems – particularly for the benefit of the services they provide.

Regulatory tools continue to be the State's main leverage for guaranteeing the long-term application of its

policies. Although the regulatory influence of SDAGEs«in itself» remained modest, it gathered strength through

authorisation and declaration systems under the 1992 Water Law, which regulated «interventions,

structures, works and activities» impacting the aquatic environment. These authorisations had to be

«compatible» with the SDAGE.
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The new generation of SDAGEs: the positive impetus given by the WFD

A new chapter would begin with the arrival of the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) on 23 October

2000, which lays down the current framework for European water policy. The good ecological status
objective (Figure 23) for all surface aquatic environments and groundwater bodies gave a significant fresh boost

to the quality objectives policy which, at national level, was showing signs of weakness. Good ecological status

gives top priority to the biological quality assessment of environments and is an undoubted milestone in the

consideration of ecosystems in their entirety. Admittedly, some will note that the indicators given for qualifying

good status remain fairly static – without clearly referring to the good functioning of environments or the

associated ecological services. Moreover, wetlands are not addressed directly as the WFD does not consider

these specific environments to be water bodies. However, the European Commission (communication of

29 May 1995 to the European Parliament and the Council) does recognise the important functions of wetlands

in protecting water resources.

The notion of «ecological services» is not specifically referred to as such in the WFD either – in its recitals or

the various articles. We might nevertheless suggest that «good status» – a requirement for all surface

aquatic environments by 2015 – is not completely unconnected to this approach. We might even go further in

this regard by stating that the Directive presents good status as one of the cornerstones for sustainable social

and economic development. Indeed, Member States are called upon to demonstrate – by the notion

of disproportionate costs – that achieving good status in some cases is simply not feasible by 2015 if the expected

benefits fall short of the costs that would be incurred. The services provided are naturally considered in this line

of thinking, but assessment of the benefits provided by ecological services is not easy to clarify since the

cost/benefits ratio in most cases reverses after the 2015 deadline. This is in fact one of the difficulties in

conducting economic assessments of ecological services today.

� The 2006 French Law onWater and Aquatic Environments (LEMA)
The WFD has been transposed primarily into French law by the Law of 21 April 2004 and the Decree of 16 May

2005. These standards would be extended under the LEMA in 2006 (Figure 24), and by other implementing

The good ecological status objective for all surface
aquatic environments and groundwater bodies gave a
significant fresh boost to the quality objectives policy.

Figure 23
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Drinking water reservoirs, abstraction supply
areas: a resource preservation approach can be
justified in socioeconomic terms.

Figure 25
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regulations (particularly ministerial orders on water bodies, the good status of water, etc., dated January 2010).

Combined with the tools that already existed in the French Environment Code, these new instruments would help

to increase the level of consideration given to ecological services.

This new law brings about the notions of «wetlands of special environmental interest» (ZHIEP) – including

strategic wetlands for water management (ZSGE) – and «supply areas for drinking water abstraction», for

which the Grenelle de l’Environnement (French Environment Round Table) has defined targets that have been

adopted by the SDAGEs. In this context, the «drinking water supply» service comes into its own within the

soil-groundwater-river system and the corresponding policy is now deliberately geared towards a prevention

strategy. This is because several case studies have clearly shown that a prevention approach is fully justifiable

in socioeconomic terms – beneficial to farmers and drinking water consumers alike.

The 2006 French Law on Water and Aquatic Environments
(LEMA) is one of the tools that would help to increase the level
of consideration given to ecological services.

Figure 24
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The LEMA thus establishes a regulatory framework that explicitly recognises certain functions and services
of aquatic or surrounding ecosystems, and seeks to preserve them by setting specific rules for these zones.

Lastly, the LEMA has made it possible to simplify the water policy by revising some of the thresholds of the

«water law» nomenclature downwards and by changing the declaration procedure. This is not necessarily for

the better – even if the State departments can now focus their attentions on so-called «vital» activities.

� The second generation of SDAGEs
With the application of the LEMA, the 1996 SDAGEs had to be revised to incorporate the WFD requirements.

Long and difficult negotiations were required before the second generation of SDAGEs were finally adopted in

2009, together with their programmes of «measures», i.e. their action plans (Figure 26). This is because the

Directive not only completely rewrote the technical terms and points of reference (water bodies, good status,

recovery of service costs, disproportionate costs, etc.), but also raised the issue of the social and economic

stakes at the political level of good status.

The new SDAGEs of 2009 are black and white in their reference to environmental functions (purification,

retention, water regulation), as well as to the stakes involved in preserving wetlands, biological reservoirs,

migratory fish and biodiversity. Ecological services are defined as a social value and are mentioned for

drinking water supplies, existing and potential economic activities (tourism, leisure activities, see Figure 27) and

human health. The value that can be attributed to such services is used as a basis for argument in

documents for public consultation. With respect to intervention tools and operational instruments, these SDAGEs

– together with the Grenelle de l’Environnement (French Environment Round Table) – set highly specific targets

on themes tied directly in with ecological services.

Adopted in 2009, the second generation of SDAGEs was published
along with an action plan.

Figure 26
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The intervention tools put at the disposal of SDAGEs wield some regulatory influence and apply to other

planning initiatives too (PLU, SCOT), thus prompting a genuine acknowledgement of the functions of aquatic

environments at local level. In this regard, the way in which wetlands, flood expansion plains, water
abstraction supply areas and everything that concerns the «good functioning» and mobility areas of
ecosystems should be taken on board is clearly explained. Here are some examples from different SDAGEs in

mainland France.

The Seine-Normandy and Loire-Brittany SDAGEs point out the need to preserve mobility areas (Figure 28),

particularly through public easements pursuant to article L. 211-12 of the French Environment Code. The

Rhine-Meuse, Rhône Mediterranean, Corsica, Seine-Normandy and Adour-Garonne SDAGEs provide for

preservation of mobility areas through town planning documents. The Rhine-Meuse SDAGE organises its

precepts depending on the characteristics of the mobility area by distinguishing between«non-mobile areas»,

«functional mobility areas» – on which preservation will be the priority – and «areas that are potentially

mobile but damaged or restricted by an intervention and on which mobility can no longer be expressed – hence

the priority, in liaison with all the stakeholders and according to the technical and economic feasibility, will be to

restore or manage it».

Concerning wetlands (Martinez, 2010), SDAGEs call for the identification of all wetlands. The purpose of this

identification is to ensure the subsequent management and preservation of these wetlands through action plans

and real-estate or financial instruments. The administrative authority may – inside wetlands – draw up an action

plan to restore, preserve, manage and promote ZHIEPs sustainably. At the request of the State, regional

Ecological services - such as tourism - are mentioned loud and clear in the new SDAGEs.

Figure 27
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authorities or their clusters, it can also introduce public easements for preserving or restoring strategic wetlands

for water management (ZSGEs) by requiring owners and operators to refrain from any act that might harm the

nature or role of the wetlands, like their maintenance or conservation, through drainage, filling or ploughing up

grasslands in particular.

SDAGEs then recall how wetlands can be impacted by work or operations subject to authorisation or

declaration under the Water Law and that, as such, these operations must put in place compensatory

measures. These might involve recreating equivalent wetlands from the viewpoint of their functions and

biodiversity. Lastly, with a view to setting up effective operations management at local level, the SDAGEs

recommend claiming back wetlands, raising the awareness of local stakeholders and the public about their role

at territorial level and finding out more about the functions of these environments (self-purification, flooding

expansion, etc.).

Actions to restore the functions of aquatic environments are heavily promoted by the SDAGEs, and they no

longer only concern rivers. Indeed, another breakthrough in the 2009 SDAGEs is that soil protection and

management are clearly described as a requisite to restoring good status and maintaining ecosystem services.

Accordingly, controlling land use in connection with agriculture becomes a priority particularly for preserving

rivers. To limit transfers of diffuse pollutants, all the SDAGEs recommend planting buffer zones: grassy banks,

embankments, hedges, ditches (Figure 29) to «limit transfers towards aquatic environments» (Rhone

Mediterranean),«limit pollutant transfers» (Adour Garonne) or«form filtering zones for pollutant run-off»
(Rhine Meuse). Artois Picardy provides for «agricultural methods that should be practised to reduce the

amounts of plant protection products used», particularly«maintaining and extending fixed vegetation in the

landscape (hedges, grassy banks, embankments)». Adour Garonne stipulates that«measures relating to grassy

banks should be set up on watersheds whose good status or drinking water resources are impacted by diffuse

pollution». Classification of riparian forests and woodlands in urban planning documents is also recommended.

To limit transfers of diffuse pollution, the SDAGEs recommend planting buffer zones such
as grassy banks.

Figure 29
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Other recommendations concerning the preservation of flood expansion plains also reflect the attention

paid to ecological services. Rhône Mediterranean thus provides for «maintenance of sufficient plant cover

and buffer zones to avoid erosion and worsening of flows during flooding». Its SDAGE also stipulates that

riparian vegetation management factors in «specific flooding targets».

It is thus abundantly clear that the new generation of SDAGEs goes one step further in recognising ecological

services through operational provisions that are based on an ever more detailed series of regulations – the

concept of «good ecological status« having undoubtedly given a significant political boost to this progression.

� Adoption and local implementation of basin policies
This determined ambition to«gain back ecologically functional environments« is not without its problems when

put into practice, however. We only need to look at how the restoration of ecological continuity is implemented

for example (Figure 30). The SDAGEs are based on article R.214-1 of the French Environment Code, which

defines the ecological continuity of rivers as «the free movement of biological species and the unrestricted flow

of natural sediment transport.« Pursuant to article R.214-109 therein, an engineering structure is an obstacle

to ecological continuity when:

� it does not allow for the free movement of biological species, particularly because it significantly obstructs

their access to areas essential for reproduction, growth, feeding or shelter;

� it prevents the unrestricted flow of natural sediment transport;

� it interrupts lateral connections with biological reservoirs;

� it substantially affects the hydrology of biological reservoirs.

The SDAGEs have sought to identify these engineering structures or obstacles to continuity so as to adjust

them as appropriately as possible (adjustments to existing structures, maintenance of passageways and

coordinated management of chains of structures) – or even get rid of them. Restoration actions are prescribed

for rivers considered to be the most important, given their role as a biological reservoir or in sediment transport.

This policy has come up against fierce opposition, not least from operators of hydroelectricity generation plants,

who can produce economic evidence putting a figure on the loss of hydroelectricity generation or the investment

necessary to bring their engineering structures into compliance. What «value» can be put forward in response

to such figures for restoring continuity? The ecological arguments often seem ineffectual when set against

economic ones – driving some stakeholders to put a figure on the ecological services provided and thus to arm

themselves with an argument to match their opponents'.

This is also an issue for the setup of«biological reservoirs», which results from a choice giving more«weight»
to the ecological preservation of an area than a potential economic use through hydroelectricity development.

An example of ecological continuity restoration.

Figure 30
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French water policy has changed course significantly over the past fifteen years. Designed in the wake of the

Second World War with a view to finding a compatible balance between the swift growth in water uses and the

preservation of water quality, the policy found a useful basis in the decentralised governance system – by major

basin – introduced by the 1964 Water Law. The creation of Water agencies, territorial approach to managing

the resource – involving both local authorities and stakeholders in the decision-making – and financial

independence gained from the fee system all ensured the success of the French water management model,

sanctioned by the WFD which adopts and extends its core components.

It has had to tackle endless new challenges over time – surely one of the toughest being the conscious

consideration of the ecology of aquatic environments. Tackling it implies a change in the way the management

– and associated stakes – of water are broached, whilst procuring the necessary intervention tools and

technical terms of reference for achieving the good ecological status of environments. It also implies painting a

larger picture of the water policy's geographical area for action than the mere network of rivers within watersheds.

The SDAGE example gives a good illustration of the progress that has been made by local managers in this

regard.

The 2006 Water Law and SNB – as well as the 2005 law on rural development or laws brought about by the

Grenelle de l’Environnement (French Environment Round Table) – show an overall convergence of general
policy lines towards improved protection of natural environments, particularly aquatic environments
and wetlands. That said, we have highlighted the difficulties encountered with practically applying this concern.

At least three main reasons seem to be able to explain this:

� despite the administrative streamlining in 2005-2006, the proliferation of texts with diverse legal statuses

– ranging from very restrictive regulations to instructions of a general nature – does not make the task of local

stakeholders responsible for the concrete implementation of these policies any easier. Working in a context

subject to both environmental and economic constraints that they have to manage along with their financial

capacities, these stakeholders struggle to prioritise areas for action and establish methods of effective local

territorial governance to meet the objectives set both by the WFD and French environmental policy. We

can also mention the State departments' lack of means to monitor installations sufficiently and – when this

monitoring is performed – the lack of sanctions in most cases that, if taken, would have served as examples;

� the transition from management of the resource to management of environments requires local stakeholders

and technical support services alike to adapt. Their situation is further complicated by the complexity of the

ecosystems needing managing and their hugely variable status, functions and changing dynamics. Closer and
greater communication between managers and scientists – at both the technical and political levels –
appears vital in this regard. In addition, even within the scientific community, a process of multidisciplinary

co-construction must take firmer root than at present in view of the highly complex stakes and phenomena at play;

� the physico-chemical nature of water forges a fairly direct link between users – both with respect to sharing

the resource out and to pollution. This link substantiates the principle of basin solidarity, around which local

stakeholders can participate together in managing a common pool resource, the available resource and

its quality within a watershed. This simple solidarity principle has broken down in the transition to natural

environments as stakeholders have come to fund actions that have no direct link with their actual impact on

the quality of the resource. In this situation, tensions and risks of deadlock have arisen with some stakeholders

refusing to commit fully to restoring environments.
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Assessment of ecological services can provide solutions to these various problems insofar as the management

objectives have been set in advance. Through an objective definition of the links between environmental

functions and services provided to communities, assessment helps to shed light on the orders of priority for
action and to justify the use of tools by managers more effectively. Assessment also plays an invaluable
educational role in guiding stakeholders in making the necessary change to their water management approach,

and in helping them to integrate the benefits of a healthy ecosystem. Lastly, by associating environmental

protection with socioeconomic values, assessment of ecological services helps communities to better
grasp the economic merits of protecting ecosystems, thereby expediting the establishment of renewed
financial solidarity around the protection and restoration of aquatic environments.

The next two sections of this report have been written with these points in mind. Above all they seek to clarify

the concepts and methods involved in assessing ecological services, in keeping with the need for dialogue

between scientists and managers that we have shown to be wholly worthwhile in the current context of French

water policy. We will also identify the limits and difficulties of service assessment and try to better define the

application potential of these methods in public decision-making. On a final note, we will make some general

and practical recommendations as to their operational implementation by managers.


